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“It’s just… it’s just amazing! Why does Helena only need to bite her middle finger hard to treat her
heart disease that is so severe that she is almost dying?”

“If you say that this is some kind of physical therapy, then I absolutely don’t believe it! If a serious
heart attack occurs suddenly, let alone biting the middle finger, even if the entire middle finger is
chopped off, it will not have any therapeutic effect on the heart disease. !”

“The only possibility is that Charlie must use some method to leave some kind of medicine or some
kind of energy in the fingertips of her right hand!”

“My goodness…Charlie is so young, how did she master such a superb ability?

At this time, Helena found that Lord Wade was staring at her right hand and pointed out God, and
hurriedly clenched her right hand to cover the injury on her middle finger.

At this moment, Jon Wade also ran over, surprised and asked with a little surprise: “Helena, are you
really all right?”

“I’m really all right.” Helena smiled slightly and said, “It may be that the doctors here are very skilled
and rescued me.”

Jon Wade still looked incredulous, and asked: “Then you are cured now?”

Helena said: “I am not sure if it is cured, but I feel much better now and there should be no danger.”

At this time, Director also ran out with several doctors, and Jon Wade hurriedly pulled him over and
asked him: “Director , Helena is really all right?”

Director Zhao nodded repeatedly and said: “His Royal Highness’s body-related indicators have
returned to normal, and it seems that her physical strength and spirit are also very good, and she
should be out of danger, but as for the actual situation, it may need more. Further in-depth
inspection.”

Lord Wade hurriedly said at this time: “Then quickly arrange the most comprehensive inspection for
Helena!”

Helena said at this time: “Mr. wade, it is not early now. Since I am out of danger, it is better to focus on
the important matters of the Wade Family Ancestor Ceremony first, otherwise in case I am delayed in
business. I really feel sorry for it.”

While speaking, Helena said again: “I know you must be very dissatisfied with my concealment of my
illness, and I also know that all of this is my fault, but now the Wade Family’s ancestor worship
ceremony must not be missed. I am willing to continue to accompany Jon Wade to the ancestor
worship ceremony as Jon Wade’s fiancee!”

“As for whether to continue to fulfill the marriage contract, after the ancestor worship ceremony,
everything is up to you. I have nothing to say!”



When Lord Wade heard this, he couldn’t help but sigh that Helena was indeed not an ordinary girl.

She was able to pinpoint her pain points at once, and gave a set of excuses that she could not refuse.

Now Helena is not in danger of life. If she did not greet her side relatives with the immediate members
of the Wade Family today, those relatives would definitely have a lot of discussions and fantasies.

After all, many of the relatives wanted to use this ancestor worship ceremony to get a glimpse of the
beauty of the northern European royal princesses.

If she does not participate in the formal ancestor worship ceremony tomorrow, not only her relatives
will make irresponsible remarks, but the outside world will certainly start various speculations about
this matter.

Therefore, instead of doing this, it is better to let Helena follow the Wade Family to successfully end
the most important ceremony of ancestor worship.

As for whether to continue to fulfill the marriage contract, you can wait for the instructor to talk
again.

Ten thousand steps back and said that by then the Wade Family can at least use Helena to conceal a
physical defect as an excuse to openly divorce the Nordic royal family.

So, without waiting for others to express their opinions, he immediately nodded and said: “Helena, you
can have this responsibility, it is really impressive. If that is the case, then you should hurry back to the
hotel to prepare and change your clothes. Be sure to arrive at Manor before 9:30!”
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